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After a brief fight with the remnants of COVID I am back to full strength! Thanks to
all those who got in touch with the good wishes. It is greatly appreciated.
I have been hard at work over the last week putting stories together and it reflects
in this edition with a mixed bag of content from new product announcements and
releases to tutorials.
There is also a special feature on GoPro accessories and an interview with Blake
Wilton who at a young age, relatively speaking, is making quite a name for himself,
and some reviews.
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A question for you? I have now created 2 tutorials on the basics of editing using
DaVinci Resolve. As I say in the intro to the story(s), I am not intending to turn
anyone into fully ledged DaVinci experts, instead, impart the basics so that, specifically, you can get your GoPro or drone footage to a level you might like.
The question is do you prefer step-by-step tutorials with screen shots like these, or
are quick and snappy YouTube type videos preferable?
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And what other subjects would you like covered? Different software outside of an
editor (eg music generation, audio, special effects), tips on shooting or lighting
perhaps?
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Let me know via david@auscamonline.com.
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As always, thanks for all the support!
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You have received this as you have registered with Australian Videocamera, but I am more than happy of

Cliffs near Broome in WA. Shot on GoPro Hero 8 Black

up to get their own regular copy, they can do so via the pop-up at www.australian-videocamera.com.

course for you to forward it to any friends or acquaintances you think will get value from it. If they wish to sign

If you no longer wish to receive this e-magazine, please email me at david@auscamonline.com and nominate
exactly which email gets the subscription. I'll remove it immediately.
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INDUSTRY

Sony Announces New Compact Beamforming Shotgun
Microphone ECM-B10

Boasting a plethora of ground- David Bowie fan? And a
breaking features that have never
makeup artist? This is for
been seen before in a single console, the RØDECaster Pro II is set to you then…
Sony Electronics Inc. has introduced revolutionise audio for livestreaming Adobe has today announced it
a new beamforming shotgun mi- and gaming, podcasting, and mu- is paying tribute to a true creative
crophone, the ECM-B10. This new sic production.
icon, David Bowie, by launching a
microhone features Sony’s industrynew range of Bowie-inspired digiRead
the
full
story
here
leading sharp directivity and digital tools across Creative Cloud, ental signal processing, known as the
couraging people to freely explore
New
Alpha
1
Firmware
UpECM-B1M, in a remarkably comtheir identities.
pact form factor.

MKE 400

Record with confidence.
Sometimes, good just isn’t good enough. Enter the MKE 400,
an on-camera shotgun microphone that combines portability
and performance and sheds a whole new light on the way we
capture audio for our video. Features that were traditionally
accessories—like a windscreen and shock-mount—are now
fully integrated and perform better than ever, freeing up space
in your camera bag and on top of your camera itself.

date

The tools, created in partnership
with Bowie 75, mark both Bowie’s
75th birthday and, later this week,
the 50th anniversary of one of his
most beloved alter egos – Ziggy
Stardust.

Sony today announced the v1.3
Read the full story here
firmware update for the flagship
Alpha 1 full-frame mirrorless interRØDECASTER PRO II shipping changeable lens camera, adding
8K 4:2:2 10bit recording and S, M
now
and L sizes in Lossless Compressed
After its much-anticipated unveiling
For more news from the broadcast,
RAW for still images.
last month, the RØDECaster Pro II –
film and video industry, please go to
the world's most powerful all-in-one
www.australianvideocamera.com
audio solution for content creators
See the full info here
If you have a story, please email to
– is now shipping worldwide.
me.

www.sennheiser.com/mke-400
#CreateMore
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Review: Lifthor Baldur Tablet / Controller

T

o my mind, as good as they
are out of the box, a DJI
drone (I have the Air2S and
the Mini 2) needs two essential accessories.
The first of these is because I prefer
to use a tablet as a “viewport” with
the controller as against a phone.
And the second is because in the
Aussie environment, it is very hard,
if not impossible, to see the details
of the on-screen controls, let alone

the terrain being shot, when in any
sort of sunlight.
Now, I have tried a few different
models of controller holder / sunshade over the years that I picked
up via the ‘net, initially for my original DJI Mini 1. Quite frankly, they
were generally cheap and nasty. Or
all the bits didn’t arrive. Or it didn’t
quite fit., Or in one case didn’t even
turn up so I did my dough.

Tablet / Controller Holder
When I revisited this
area after getting the
Air2S, I decided to do it
the right way and went
through a reputable
DJI dealer. In this case
this was Sydney based
Camzilla (and no, they
are not paying for this
and I paid proper full
price for the product).
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Their recommendation was to go
for the Lifthor Baldur tabl e t

holde
r
which is
compatible
with
devices from
7.9”
to
13”
(20cm to 33cm).
It consists of three
main pieces – a tablet
clamp, ball joint plate and
an aluminium cradle for the
controller. These are assembled together with 4 thumb
screws.
You also get a lanyard connection point on the top and a
standard tripod mounting point.

HARDWARE
All of this comes in a very nice presentation box.
I would highly recommend getting
the PDF download of the assembly
instructions. Without them, until
you get used to it, it is a bit like
those puzzles that will only
fit one way but takes you
hours to work it out.
Effectively
what
you have to do
it
disassemble the unit,
place the
controller in
the cradle (after extending the antenna), add
the ball joint and then reassemble the unit with the
thumb screws.
I

have attached the
PDF here if

you are interested.

The tablet clamp
has a locking mechanism on it, and in
practice I found
you need to really
press hard down to
hold the tablet in
place before locking as it can tend to
allow the tablet to
slip out if you don’t.
These days I tend to
leave the controller
in the cradle and
just remove the tablet holder part
from it. This makes it quick and easy
to put it all together if I get the urge
to have a fly. Oh and I also make
sure the USB cable is permanently
in the controller as when in the cradle, you will need flexible fingers if
you need to plug it in (which I don’t
have these days).
The USB cable(s) that come with
the Air2S are a tad shorter than I’d
like to reach the tablet, so I use a

slightly longer one. In my case I
use a Samsung Galaxy TAB A7 so a
smaller tablet may not have this issue.
When all assembled, the whole affair is nicely balanced, especially if
using the lanyard, and unless I really
had to, I wouldn’t go back to the
standard phone and the controller
combo alone.
To see the complete review and
conclusion, please click here.
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INTERVIEW

Interview: Blake Wilton

S

tarting his career at the early
age of 14, 21-year-old Blake
has worked with some bestknown names in the industry
while building his portfolio. From
creating the video content for famous
ex Block contestants Kyal and Kara
or following Australian surfers Tyler
Wright, Bethany Hamilton, and Adrian Buchan, Blake has created a niche
for himself in the industry.

AV: You say you started creating
content when you were a teenager
and it was a hobby, what sort of
content we’re creating and what
was the intended market / demographic?

BW: When I started off around the
age of 14, I took stills and slowly
progressed into video. The content
was all surf-related. Mainly for upand-coming surfers to broadcast
The rise of tech-savvy creatives has on social media platforms such as
illustrated the need to deliver in- Instagram, which was in its infancy.
novative, immersive, and engaging
content through video to stand out I found that sponsors were looking
amongst competitors and strengthen for surfers who constantly posted
connections. Blake shares his own content and had a good presence
self-taught experiences to educate and on such platforms. I jumped in at
the right time, took advantage of
empower creativity for all.
this and found myself in a pretty
Australian Videocamera sat down sweet spot, working hand in hand
with Blake for a chat.
with surfers, and surf media outlets.
AV: What video editor did you start
with? What do you use now?
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lapels to two different talents, an
onboard directional, and shooting
and producing. It’s fun!

BW: I started editing on iMovie in
my very, very early days, as everyone does. I used to watch popular
surf movies and try to copy how
they were cut together. Free apps
were good to practice on, but
they were limited in what they offered.
I found myself transitioning over to
Adobe Premiere Pro, once I realised I could build a career from it.
When I started working with more
prominent companies using something as advanced as Adobe Premiere Pro was a must. Nothing can
beat it
AV: What camera did use to shoot
and what do you use now?
BW: The very first camera I used
was my mother’s Nikon from ancient times. I transitioned over to a
Canon 1100d, then to a Canon 7d.
At this point, I realised that I want-

AV: What is your workflow? Do you
write scripts for example, or is it all
off the cuff?
BW: My workflow is always changing depending on the clients
and the direction of the content
needed. Working with a talent for
a sponsor always works best with
a rough script so that everyone is
aligned.

ed to pursue video, rather than
stills. I moved over to mirrorless in
2016 with the trusty Lumix gh4, and
now I am shooting on the gh5.
It is an absolute workhorse and
for ROI, it is an excellent piece of
equipment. I’ve shot my best work
on this camera and even a TV series with it.
AV: How is audio gathered? What

equipment is used?
BW: I’m a big audio geek. If the audio isn’t good, it’s all over. I use a
range of audio equipment, mainly
Sennheiser AVX lapels, mixed with
a Sennheiser MKE600 boomed/onboarded.
All recorded to a Zoom h5 which is
strapped to my chest. Not a separate audio guy. I’m running two

However, when I’m working with
Kyal and Kara, on a building site
for nine months, you can’t script
what’s going to happen, people
shooting themselves with nail guns,
walls collapsing, and so forth. The
best content is unexpected.
To see the complete interview and
samples of Blake's work, please click
here.
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New Product: Loupedeck Live S

L

oupedeck is introducing its
newest product, the Loupedeck Live S, to its current selection of devices later this year.
Expanding its product portfolio, Loupedeck designed this tool specifically for streamers and gamers that
are looking for a simple and affordable way to control their streams.
The Loupedeck Live S is a custom
console with touch buttons, tactile
dials and analogue buttons that allow a user full control over their livestream,
chat,
and external
sources such
as lighting and
audio settings
– all from a single device.
“Loupedeck’s
goal has always been to
streamline creative processes for
PAGE 10

our users, and with our continuously
growing user base of live streamers
and gamers, we wanted to provide
a solution specialized to them” says
Mikko Kesti, CEO and founder of
Loupedeck. “By taking inspiration
from the Loupedeck Live, we were
able to craft an affordable, intuitive, and efficient tool with everything streamers need so they never
have to sacrifice creativity for optimization.”

Loupedeck Live S Specs
The Live S has a touch panel arranged in a grid of three by five buttons, but can be expanded by up
to 14 pages and activated with a
simple swipe.
The dials set the Loupedeck Live S
apart from comparable products
on the market by allowing streamers to carry out fine-tuned adjustments effortlessly and precisely or

make instant changes with the dial’s push function.
The Live S is combatable with both
Windows and Mac and comes
equipped
with
the
same
software as the
Loupedeck Live and CT.
Designed with 15
touch
buttons,
two dials, and
four
analogue
buttons, any conceivable action
that arises in everyday streaming
can be custom
assigned based
on user preference.
Native software integrations support
popular streaming tools like Twitch,
OBS, Streamlabs, or Voicemod.
Plus, optional plugins for creative
programs like Adobe Lightroom

HARDWARE
and Final Cut Pro and integrations
for additional creative work.
Full control over audio and lighting
with freely assignable dials for precise adjustments to volume, backlighting and more, as well as dial
push function for mic muting.
Audio Mixer Software
controls inputs and
outputs from different
sound
sources
sepa-

and influencers, from a constantly
growing content library (currently
more than 70 downloadable items).
“Anyone who streams knows the
game sound can drown out the
music volume, the lighting is often
too dark and the chat alerts too
intrusive, which all need to be remedied at once” says Thomas Kilian,
Product Owner Streaming at Loupedeck, and long-time e-sports caster
(who is well known in the scene as
Khaldor).
“An annoyed user will click through
different sources and make awkward adjustments with the mouse,
but with the all-encompassing features of the Loupedeck Live S, all of
this can be conveniently and quickly fixed with a single hand.”

rately and accurately thanks to the
unique haptic dials.
Loupedeck Marketplace allows users to download and share custom
profiles, plugins, and item packages from external providers, partners

Crowdfunding Campaign

to reach a community of excitable
investors and gamers looking for the
latest innovations.
“We had a great experience with
Indiegogo a few years back and
exceeded the goal at the time by
over 400 percent” says Kesti. “With
this campaign, we wanted to ensure we were reaching that same
engaged and passionate audience, while closely monitoring for
feedback and rewarding early supporters of Loupedeck and the Live
S with strong discounts of up to 35
percent at the time of launch.”
By launching on Indiegogo, Loupedeck looks to raise excitement within the gaming community ahead of
the shipping date and offer them a
chance to purchase the console at
a heavily discounted price during
pre-sale.

As with the launch of the Loupedeck+, Loupedeck’s first product re- Indiegogo Pricing Tiers:
leased in 2016, the Finnish start-up To see the complete story and speis launching an Indiegogo crowd- cial pricing, please click here
funding campaign on June 1, 2022,
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Overview Zhiyun Smooth Q4

A

t AUD$229, the new
Smooth Q4 is said to provide an ideal solution
for filming with a smartphone. A brand new foldable design makes it even more compact
compared with the Smooth Q3.
The Extendable rod allows you to
shoot in a different view. Smart follow, Timelapse, Slow motion shooting and find more fun with ZY CAMI
app.

brightness adjustable & colour filters
are provided.
One-hand operation becomes simpler with the multi-functional control wheel. Simply press to adjust the
brightness and slide to adjust the focal length just at your fingertips.
You can see and switch between
different shooting modes with the
intuitive indicators and a well-organized control panel.

Everything is within seeing and controlling just at your fingertips. A sinNew foldable design making it
gle press to switch between Landeven more compact √
With a 215mm extendable rod built
scape and Portrait Mode lets you
Extendable rod design for more in, SMOOTH-Q4 allows you to shoot shoot better in different settings.
unique shots √
at various angles from a wider background. A double-side magnetic fill The ZY Cami App allows you to
Double-side magnetic fill light √
Multi-Functional control wheel light offers you a quick and easy choose the shooting modes.
for seamless control √
way to light up your charm.
For more info, you can go to httLandscape & Portrait switch
You can always be the centre of ps://au.zhiyun-tech.com/products/
made easy √
the spotlight with the right light- smooth-q4
Intelligent shooting modes √
ing even in the darkness. Multiple

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
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GoPro Mounts & Accessories

I

n the various GoPro forums I fre- es.
quent, one of the most common
The most used one without question
questions I see is “what accessois a simple mount that allows the
ries should I get”?
camera to be attached to a standThe answer of course depends very ard tripod thread. Of course if you
much on what you use the camera have a model pre the built in hinged
for; someone who does mountain “fingers”, you’ll also need the cage
biking has very different needs than to mount the camera into.
someone who does snorkelling for
Because we often use an external
example.
monitor and mic with our GoPro 9
However, over the many, many and 10 when using the Media Mod,
years at Australian Videocamera we also use a triple bracket allowwe have been playing around with ing all three to be mounted on to a
GoPros (and other action cams of tripod.
course), we have found a cross selection of goodies we reckon cover
many needs.

For taking shots of our hands operating equipment, I have the GoPro
9 mounted onto what was originally
And where something wasn’t avail- I understand a helmet mount. Howable, we instead found a model on- ever, when using this in conjunction
line and 3D printed it on our Flash- with a set of GoPro “Jaws”, it reaches out far enough so that I can ATEM Mini Pro to do different funcforge Adventurer 3D printer.
video, for example, what buttons tions. It’s also great for top-down
So, here is our selection of mounts
to press on an Blackmagic Design product shots into a lightbox.
we regularly use for various purposPAGE 14
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a simple three footed suction unit
is OK, but if I am doing deadly seri-

to watch, and while the inbuilt stabilisation of the later GoPros espeous motor sport stuff, then we move cially is very, very good, you cannot
up to the Hague (no relation) Cam- go past a proper gimbal. My unit of
era Grip unit which will take up to a choice for this is the Zhiyun Crane 3.
dSLR camera without getting upset
Having said that, a new Zhiyun
(these I believe are what Top gear
Smooth 4 is due to land any day
use on occasion).
soon so I am looking forward to that
For inside car shots a simpler single and of course DJI have a mystery
suction unit is fine, or alternately, I unit arriving soon too and maybe
have a sticky GoPro mount on the that will be suitable for a GoPro.
windscreen or rear window and use We’ll wait and see.
a standard GoPro slide mount into
Surfers and bikers of all persuasions
that.
I understand do like a chest mount
If I want shots from my boat, whilst I or head mounted unit and there
do have a sticky mount on the out- are any number of these either from
side of the windscreen, I also have GoPro themselves or via 3rd party
another mounted on the front deck, vendors.
and for inside the rear deck shots,
The same applies for surfboard and
a couple of rail mounts. For down
boogie board mounts that are very
in the cabin video, there is another
secure. But don’t forget the watersticky mount on the forward bulkproof housing if you are pre- waterhead pointing backwards.
proofed GoPros …
For mounting to a car, when there I am not a great fan of having camis no high speed involved and the eras mounted physically on me as The same applies to helmet mounts.
way is going to be v-e-r-y smooth, the movement I find way too jerky There are a number of different
PAGE 15

HARDWARE
if you do, make sure you use yellow
or orange filament. I’ll tell you why
in a second.
Another 3D printed mount is a little
different in that it allows you to run
a GoPro down a “zip line”, hanging
underneath a two-wheel pulley system. Fishing line makes the perfect
medium for the line, and you can
get some really interesting shots.
There is always room for handheld
devices of course, and if you intend
to use one when scuba diving or
snorkelling, orange or yellow ones
are best. Its even better if they are
buoyant.
models available to suit different
types of helmet shapes and different curvatures.
But I am not averse to mounting
a camera on Dougie the Doggie for entertainment value and
GoPro make one just for this purpose. They are a bit fiddly to fit,
but for the occasional fun shots, I
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can live with that.
For snorkelling I discovered a neat
mount at Thingiverse that I could
print out on my 3D printer as mentioned.
It is very simple and slips over the
scuba mask and is quite stable. It
takes about 2 hours to print – but

Why orange or yellow (as also in the
scuba mask mount)?
Quite simple really. If you happen
to drop it, these colours are much
easier to see underwater.
An accessory I find indispensable,
but is not a mount is the GoPro Zeus
LED light. There is a review of it here.

HARDWARE
Effectively this is the light kit available for the Media Mod mounted on
a GoPro Jaw mount and gives you
three levels of illumination.
The mount itself swivels and tilts and
the mount is magnetic. I carry one
in a backpack with me at all times.
Having mentioned the Media Mod,
if you have a later GoPro, the Lens
Mod also has its uses. I have reviews
of these here and here.
Apart from GoPro branded mounts,
there are a large number of vendors on the internet that can supply
a grab bag of different mounts and
attachments etc for a very reasonable price.

Owners Australia Facebook Group
Much of the stuff you see in the yel- ( h t t p s : / / w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m /
low case came from one of these groups/GoProOwnersAustralia) do
and cost about AUD$30 +shipping a search for Richie Kirkbeck as he
has access to product as an agent
off memory.
I understand.
For more specialist jobs, Telesin
make some interesting product. I If you have found an interesting
am not sure where they are repre- mount, let me know via email to dasented in Australia, but in the GoPro vid@auscamonline.com and send

a photograph.
Alternatively, if you are after a specific mount and haven’t found one,
also get in touch and we’ll ask the
wider community!
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Interested in eduting footage from your GoPro or Drone. Read on!

T

his is an extract from the second in a series of tutorials written specifically for those who
are interested in editing footage
they have shot on a GoPro or drone.

Welcome to my 2nd tutorial on using DaVinci Resolve. The aim of
these tutorials is not to turn you into
a Steven Spielberg or George Lucas, but instead to get beginners
used to the basics of editing footAs such it is not intended to be a full
age you may have taken on your
on, learn everything about DaVinci
GoPro or DJI drone.
Resolve tutorial.
Instead it teaches the basics of importing footage, addding transitions, titles and a lower 3rd followed by exporting as an MP4.

Editing Basics –
DaVinci Resolve (Part 2)
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At this point, you may get a message asking to Change Project
Frame Rate.

Now you have an overview of the
editing process, let’s put together a
very simple project from scratch.

For the purpose I am going to use a
single clip shot with my DJI Air2S at
My thinking is you don’t want to be Whalebone Beach in the northwest
a fully fledged paid up video edi- of Western Australia near the tourist
tor, but you DO want to make good spot of Monkey Mia, famous worldlooking videos out of your material. wide for its dolphins.

You can read the first of these which Once we have the clip cut the way
is an introduction to the basics of we want it, we’ll then add some
DaVinci Resolve has been chosen as it
the workflow of editing here.
transitions, a title graphic and a
is a) free and b) available across Winlower third overlay image. Finally
dows, Mac and LINUX
This second tutorial goes to the next
we’ll render it out for distribution.
stage of actually cutting up your
The full tutorial can be seen here and
footage, adding titles, transitions, At right is a frame from the final repart one, an introduction to editing
fades and a lower 3rd.
sult.
workflow is here.
---------------------------------------------------

and then Import and select Media
from the flyout menu. You can now
navigate to the location of your video file to be used in this project and
load it into the Media Pool.

As per Part 1, I’ll be using Blackmagic Design DaVinci Resolve for this
project. This editor, which whilst easy

There are times when you won’t
want to for various reasons, but for
now just click Change.
to learn the basics, is very powerful one to click to use the Editor mode
in its capabilities. Better yet, its free is the third from the left.
and available for Windows, iOS and
Click this and you’ll enter the Full
LINUX. You can get it here.
Editor mode (Resolve may open at
With the latest version of DaVinci this automatically). The other icons
Resolve, you have the option of are used for other functions within
working in full editor mode or alter- Resolve such as audio editing, colnatively, in a special mode called our correction and media manage‘the Cut Page’. In this tutorial we’ll ment.
be using the full editor mode.

Editing Clips
We now want to go through this clip
and select the portions we want in
the final output. To this, double click
the clip and it will load into the editing window.
The next step is to mark the in and
out points of the segments of this
clip and add them one by one to
the timeline.

You’ll notice on the left there is a The rest of the tutorial with complete
Start by launching DaVinci Resolve. gray message saying there are no screen shots can be seen here
Along the bottom of the main win- clips in the media pool. To load the
dow, you’ll see a row of icons. The clip we want to work with, click File
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